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• Hide	and	seek	
game	“Video”	

• Wooden	walkways	
and	donkeys	
“Video	Serena”

Voice	vs No	voice
serena	online	(internet	

needed)

In	Italy,	the	IAAs field is new	and	still being defined at a	regulatory
level.	There is no	national law,	but the	Ministry of	Health issued in	
March	2015	the	Guidelines that are	followed for	the	training	paths
(which must	in	any case	be	provided by	recognized bodies or	
associations).	The	guidelines have tried to	give an	order to	a	pre-
existing situation	that is very varied,	confusing and	with	very
different levels of	intervention in	terms of	quality.	For	these reasons,	
systematic research is still very limited,	but above all there are	
experiences that are	also effective,	but not very well documented.

Italian	situation	in	Assisted	
Interventions	with	Animals	(IAA)
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Context:	Farm	Fattoria	di	Chiara	e	Arianna

Recipients:	children between 3	and	12	years with	different disabilities.	

Target	group
In	particular we will focus	on	12	childrens diagnosed with	autism between 3	and	
7	years old.	

To	give you more	elements to	understand our intervention we will define the	
autism and	then we will expose the	epistemological frame, the objectives of	our
work,	the	activities	and	the	methodology adopted.

Autism	and	its	feature	1(5)
Our	intervention	 context	and	the	target	group

Autism,	or	better	defined	autism	spectrum	disorders,	is	a	
neurodevelopmental	disorder	that	mainly	involves	three	
areas:	language	and	communication,	social	interaction	and	
restricted	and	stereotyped	interests. (quote	DSM	5)

Autism	and	its	feature	2(5)
Definition	of	autism
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Autism	and	its	feature	3(5)
Specific approach for	understanding different minds

DEFICIT	IN	THE	
INTERSUBJECTIVE	SYSTEM

DIFFICULTY	IN	RELATIONSHIP,	
IN	 COMMUNICATION	AND	

LANGUAGE

DIFFICULTY	OF	
INTERACTION

ALTERED	OPERATION	OF	THE	
SENSE-PERCEPTIVE	SYSTEM,	
ATTENTION	AND	MEMORY

PREVALENT	USE	OF	VISUAL	
THOUGHT	AND	VISUAL	
SENSORIAL	CHANNEL

ALTERATION	AND	
DIFFERENCES	IN	
THE	COGNITION

MIMIC	GESTURAL	
EXPRESSIVENESS	REDUCED OR	

ABSENT

ALTERATIONS OF	EXECUTIVE	
FUNCTIONS AND	DIFFERENT	

CONNECTIONS

DETAILS	METHOD	
OF	RESPONSE	
TO	STIMULI

BEHAVIORS	NOT	READILY	INTELLIGIBLE

Autism	and	its	feature	4(5)
TARGET	GROUP	NETWORK	APPROACH

CHILD

FAMILY SCHOOL

EXTRA	
SCHOOL

ANIMAL	
ASSISTED	
TERAPHY

HEALTH	
SERVICES

SOCIAL	
SERVICES

BEING	MANY	THE	DISORDERS	
INVOLVED	AND	DUE	TO	THE	
PERVASIVITY	OF	THE	DISORDER,	
THE	TREATMENT	MUST	BE	
MULTIMODAL,	INTEGRATED,	
ROOTED	IN	THE	COMMUNITY	
AND	INVOLVING	DIFFERENT	
FIGURES	AND	COMPETENCES
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Autism	and	its	feature	5(5)
TARGET	GROUP	DISOREDERS	AUTISTIC	SPECTRUM

HIGH	LEVEL	FUNCTIONING

BUILD	RELATION	TO	FAVORITE	SOCIAL	
CONTACTS

ENHANCEMENT	OF	SKILLS	TO	BE	USED	IN	
THE	GROUP

LOW	LEVEL	FUNCTIONING

STRUCTURED	ENVIRONMENT	
AND	ACTIVITIES

OBJECTIVES ADJUSTED	TO	INTERACTION	
AND	JOINT	ATTENTION

Ecosystemic approach
In	the	ecological and	systemic perspective,	the	environment can	not
be	simply constituted by	the	single	immediate	situation	of	which the	
subject is part,	but must	be	defined in	terms of	relationships
between interacting,	mutually influencing and	influencing
experiences,	the	meanings attributed to	them and	the	identity
(individual and	social)	of	those who are	part	of	it.
Theory	references:
• Lewin	(1935):	Field	concept
• Bateson	(1972):	Context	as meanings matrix &	learning	context
• Bronfenbrenner	(1979):	Ecosystem concept
Means	: children	+	parents	+	“nature”+	school	+	extra	school

Epistemological	frame	1(4)
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Zooanthropological perspective
The Zooanthropology was born between the end of the
'70s and the beginning of the' 80s as a discipline of analysis
of the Man-Animal relationship and the implications of this
relationship, developing a new operative methodology,
research and application.
In which: Man and Animal are placed in an active
interchange situation. According to the Zooanthropology
the relationship between man and animal is a relationship
of THRESHOLD (that is a comparison event) that develops
all the phases of the relationship in terms of reciprocity

Epistemological	frame	2(4)

• Relationship with the animal becomes
foundational for humans

• Enrichs the man "contaminating him”
• Through the relationship between man and

animal they mutually transform each other
• The animal is a partner and no longer an

"instrument" in relation to man -> a relationship
of attention and respect

Means:
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Psychodynamic	approach
Approach	that	considers	the	human	being	as	a	complex	
subject,	in	relation	to	himself	and	the	world,	in	continuous	
evolution,	in	which	there	are intersect	conscious	and	
unconscious,	thought,	emotions	affected
Means:	the	human	being	is	active	in	self-construction	and	
in	the	knowledge	of	the	world.	He	can	learn	and	change	
throughout	life.	Mediation	with	other	human	beings	and	
animals	can	enrich	and	improve	the	perception	of	oneself,	
the	relationship	with	others	and	with	the	world	and	can	
help	to	resolve	conflicts	between	conscious	and	
unconscious	and	to	achieve	a	good	quality	of	life

Epistemological	frame	3(4)

Dance-movement therapy	perspective
Body	and	mind	are	a	not	separable	unit;	the	Integration	of	Self	pass	
through	the	Integration	of	Mind	and	Body,	conscious	and	
unconscious,	emotions,	feelings	and	cognition.	Creativity	and	art	are	
one	of	the	best	way	to	reach	this	state	of	wellness.
DMT	completely	involves	people,	it	opens	new	existential	outlooks	
starting,	in	a	short	time,	meaningful	dynamic	changes	and	
modifications	both	on	the	individual	and	group	field.
In the DMT, movement is seen as a means to give back to the subject
the self-consciousness and his expressive distinctiveness. This leads
you to the biggest level of contact with yourself and consciousness,
getting easier find a way from the self-discovery to the self-
advancement through the artistic creation.

Epistemological	frame	4(4)
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Means	:
• embodied	self
• attunement
• importance	of	the	body	language	 in	the	relationship
• Importance	of	the	self	awareness (as	a	body-mind	unit)	

in	the	relationship	with	others	human	being	and	with	
animals

• Importance	of	the	non	verbal-observation	capability
• Importance	of	creativity,	immagination,	metaphoric	and	

symbolic	level

Why donkeys for	autistic children

• Donkeys are	social	animals
• Donkey STAY
• The	donkeys think calmly before taking a	decision and	close to	it's
possibility
• Donkey it's a	"big	and	stable"	animal :	contain
• Donkey can	help	on	sensorial the	children (soft hair,	nose breath,	soft	
skin,	soft	nose,	big	eye and	side	look)
• Donkey seems to	have a	memory for	the	children (they know	what to	
do	with	that child),	they do	protect them
• Donkey are	like	a	big	sensorial crib
• Autistic children "swim between donkeys"
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• Sensorial	Area	(eye	contact,	touch,	handling,	
discrimination	soft/hard..)

• Emotional	Area	(smile,	happines,	sadness..)
• Relational	Area	(pay	attention	himself,		donkeys,	

people..two	ways)
• Comunication Area	(	Ways	of	interactions,	Contents,	

Channels	voice	touch	prossemica postural)
• Cognitive	Area	(memorizzation,	understanding,	

motivation,	spazio temporal	organizzation)
• Linguistic	Area	(understanding,	talking,	usage	alternative	

languages)
• Motor	Praxic Area	(fine	motor	skills,	to	simple	and	

complex	praxies and	capacities	of	internalized	motor	
programming)

• Autonomy	Area	(personal	and	social)

Objectives	of	our	intervention	

• Rod	horses	16	mt diameter
• Bottom	in	sand
• Wooden	walkways	in	the	

center
• Box	with	brushes	in	the	center
• Plastic	balls	different	colors
• Plastic	animals	(Farm	animals)
• Lunging	different	colors
• A	bell	for	the	games	timing
• Basketball	basket
• Tin	cans

Setting
• Family
• Mattia and	Simone	(Boys	social	

inclusion)
• 2	Psychologist	(Observation)
• 1	Veterinary	(check	on	the	

donkeys
• 1	Educator

• 6	donkeys	different	size	and	ages	
(varaiable	number)

• A	green	Farm	area	in	Rome	(5	ectars)
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• Donkeys	are	around	while	we	do	activity	on	wooden	walkways	

• Walk	with	donkeys	(train	game,	lunging,	no	lunging	just	body)
• In	hammock	donkeys	around	(feeding,	brushing	or	foot	hands	contact..)

• Lie	down	on	donkeys
• Brushing	donkeys
• Look	mom	no	hands	“body	language”	

• Stand	up	on	donkeys	
• Once	donkey	lie	down	try	a	contact	from	ground

• Hide	and	seek	game
• Donkeys	in	circle	and	the	child		driving	the	donkey	hold	the	rope	of	the	follower	

donkey	with	a	child	on	top

• Silence	game
• Tilting axis

• Good	bye	donkeys

Activities	1(7)

Activities	2(7)
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Activities	3(7)

Activities 4(7)
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Activities 5(7)

• “Video”	Diana	singing	
the	farm	song

• “Video”	Andrea	dancing	
&	Andrea	singing	and	
playing	drums

• Video	Diana	start	“full”	
contact	with	donkeys

Activities 6(7)
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Activities7(7)

• Children	starts	to	touch	donkeys	(Video	Diana)

• Children	start	body	contact	with	other	children	at	
school

• Children	attention	wake	up	on	donkey	
presence…but	not	only	donkeys	(also	people)

• Children	sleep	on	donkeys	(relax	calm	down)	(Video	
Anna	dorme)

• Transactional	object	show	up	in	gaming	after	the	
donkey	activity	(Video	Giosuè)

• Children	start	to	play	with	the	family	at	home	
(parallel	game)

• Children	singing	on	donkeys	and	use	some	words	
(cartoons)

• Once	children	activated	they	come	out	with	their	
needs

• Mom	sayed (next	slide)

Results	
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•My	son	for	the	first	time	ate	whole	biscuit	and	not	just	the	edges

•He	started	playing	with	plastic	animals	making	them	interact
•He	started	playing	with	rocking	horse	he	had	never	used	before
•Riccardo was	amused	in	a	sort	of	babbling	with	an	increasingly	
rhythmic	cadence	and,	miraculously	(for	us)	he	stopped	biting	his	nails
•He	start	taking	care	of	a	dolls	that,	until	then,	had	always	ignored	and	
play	with	the	puppets	making	them	interact	with	each	other
•Everything	was	silent,	even	“donkey	therapist"	...	to	speak	was	the	
body	and	the	eyes.	We	saw	our	son	"talking"	with	those	donkeys	
without	long	waiting	times	...	"I	still	do	not	trust",	"I	wait	for	you",	"let's	
go",	"pay	attention",	"thank	you"	...

•Riccardo was	a	very	very selective	baby	after	every	encounter	with	his	
donkey	was	always	so	happy,	carefree	smiling	so	curious	that	he	
started	looking	new	things	to	eat
•The	only	night	that	Riccardo there	he	slept	in	his	bed	all	alone,	for	the	
whole	night,	it	was	the	day	of	the	donkey	teraphy

Mom	sayed

In	the	academic	year	2017-2018	the	first	IAA	Master	edition	in	an	Italian	public	
university was	held	by	University	of	Palermo. The	Master	for	educators,	
pedagogists and	psychologists	aims	to	train	professionals	in	the	relationship	of	help	
and	/	or	in	the	educational	relationship	in	mediation	with	animals	(specifically,	
donkey,	horse	and	dog).	Based	on	what	is	indicated	in	the	Guidelines,	they	deal	
with	the	role	of	"project	managers"	or	"intervention	responsibles",	planning	and	
coordinating	research,	educational	or	therapeutic	interventions	in	which	animals	
are	expected	to	participate	and	helping	to	promote	a	new	ecological	culture.	As	far	
as	the	training	profile	is	concerned,	it	still	seems	important	to	emphasize	that	this	
is	a	high	level	of	professionalism,	which	requires	specific	and	transversal	skills.	The	
latter	in	particular	also	include	the	personal	plane	(being	and	knowing	how	to	be)	
Teamwork	and	group	management;	observation	and	self-observation;	
communication	through	various	languages;	the	intersubjective	relationship;	
openness	and	its	specificity	(human	and	animal);	reflexivity;	the	design;	the	
evaluation;	learning	from	experience;

University	Master	for	capable	professionals
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